
i. Pursuit of Daphne ca. 1680
Johann Livelb (1633-1697)

Oil on canvas, 26V6 x 67 in. (67.3 x 170.2 cm.)

A product of this artist's middle age, the Pursuit of Daphne
is a skilfully executed, poised yet vigorous, perhaps even
somewhat coarse work with uncanny and disturbing under-
tones. The brooding light which throws the central figures
into high relief and bathes the background distances in an
unearthly glimmer produces a spectral and almost surreal
quality which constitutes what some critics consider the pic-
ture's chief interest. The dimensions of the canvas, a lengthy
rectangle, would suggest the painting was commissioned for
a specific site, perhaps above a couch or bed; certainly the
atmosphere of unrestrained though polished lewdness
informing the scene supports the contention (cf. Popov,
Popham, Pope-Hennessy) that the work was painted for the
boudoir. As always, Livelb adapts his vision to the dictates
of available form, and here has used the dimensions of his
long, low panel to create a sense of headlong dash appropri-
ate to the theme while yet maintaining a kind of ersatz
classical repose, an enervated stillness at the heart of seeming
frenzy. The action, proceeding from left to right, strikes the
viewer as part of a more extended movement from which
the scene has suddenly burst forth, so that the picture seems
not quite complete in itself but to be rather the truncated,
final section of a running frieze. The artist reinforces the
illusion of speed by having the wind blow - and a strong
wind it is - not in the faces of pursuer and pursued, as we
might expect, but from behind them, as if Aeolus himself
had come to urge Apollo on in the chase. Despite this follow-
ing wind, Daphne's hair, bound in a purple ribbon, flows
back from her shoulders in long, rippling tresses, a sinuous
movement that finds an echo in the path of the river Peneus
meandering through the distant landscape of the background
like a shining, silver serpent. The figure of Cupid with his
bow, hovering at the extreme left of the picture, has the
aspect less of a god than of a gloating satyr, and there is in
his terrible smile not only the light of revenge but also a
prurient avidity: he intends to enjoy the spectacle of the rape

that he believes he is about to witness. Apollo, love's bolt
buried to the gilded fletching in his right shoulder-blade,
cuts a somewhat sorry figure; this is not the lithe ephebe of
classical depiction but, probably like the painter himself at
the time, a male in his middle years, slack-limbed, thick-
waisted, breathing hard, no longer fit for amorous pursuit
(there have been suggestions that this is a self-portrait but
no evidence has been adduced to support the theory). If
Daphne is suffering a transformation so too is the god. We
see in the expression of his eyes - how well the painter has
captured it! - the desperation and dawning anguish of one
about to experience loss, not^only of this ravishing girl who
is tnTljSjeCt "ofTusTclesire but along with her an essential
quality ojf sdfhoodj ofjvh«ja£_tDjte,he_believed he w»s
and now knows he will not be again. His sinewed hand that
reaches out to grasp his quarry will never find its hold.
Already Daphne is becoming leaf and branch; when we look
closely we see the patches of bark already appearing through
her skin, her slender fingers turning to twigs, her green eyes
blossoming. How swooningly the laurel tree leans over her,

each fringed leaf (wie eines Windes Ldcheln, as Rilke so prettily
puts it) eager to enfold her in a transfiguring embrace. We
could have done without that indecent pun between the cleft
boughs of the tree and the limbs of the fleeing girl. Here as
in so much of Livelb's work the loftiness of the classical
theme is sacrificed for the sake of showiness and vulgar
effects, and in the end the picture^ ladks^tfiat^^bjlity of
purpose and.^^^^^^_^fy^^^^ ^JS^^^^f^st
would have brought to it. To quote the critic Erich Auerbach
writing in a different context, what we have here is 'a highly
rhetorical style in which the gruesomely sensory has gained
a large place; a sombre andJugjdy_jhetorjcaLrealism which
is totally^alien to classical antiquity,'



2. The Rape of Proserpine 1655
L. van Hobelijn (1608-1674)

Oil on canvas, 15 x 2i'/2 in. (38.1 x 53.3 cm.)

Although the grandeur of its conception is disproportionate
to its modest dimensions, this is van Hobelijn's technically
most successful and perhaps his finest work. The artist has
set himself the task of depicting as many as possible of the
elements of the myth of the abduction of Demeter's daughter
by the god of the underworld, and the result is a crowded,
not to say cluttered, canvas which with its flattened surface
textures and uncannily foreshortened perspectives gives
more the impression of a still life than the scene of passionate
activity it is intended to be. The progression of the seasons,
the phenomenon which lies at the heart of this myth, is
represented with much subtlety and inventiveness. The year
begins at the left of the picture in the vernal meadow by lake
Fergus - note the opalescent sheen of water glimpsed
through the encircling, dark-hued trees - where Prosper-
pine's companions, as yet all unaware of what has befallen
her, wander without care amidst the strewn violets and lilies
that were let drop from the loosened folds of the girl's gown
when the god seized her. In the foreground the great seated
form of Demeter presides over the fertile summer fields, her
teeth like barley pearls (or pomegranate seeds?) and with
cornstalks wreathed in her hair: a grotesque, Arcimboldo-
esque figure, ancient yet commanding, the veritable mother
of the mysteries. To her left, at the right of the picture, the
trees that fringe the headlands above the narrow inlet of the
sea have already turned and there is an autumnal smokiness
in the air. Sunk here to her waist in the little waves the
nymph Cyane, cursed by the god of death, is dissolving in
her own bitter tears, while at her back the waters gape where
Pluto has hurled his sceptre into the depths. On the surface
of the water something floats which when we take a glass
to it reveals itself to be a dark-blue sash: it is Proserpine's
girdle, the clue that will lead her grief-demented mother to
the underworld in pursuit of her lost daughter. The placing
of the girdle in the sea is one of van Hobelijn's temporal
jests, for when we examine the figure of Proserpine sus-
pended above the waves we note that the girdle in fact has
not yet fallen from her waist: in this painted world all time
is eternally present, and redeemable. With what consummate

draughtsmanship has the painter positioned in the pale,
marine air the flying chariot with its god and girl. The
arrangement of vehicle, horses and passengers measures no
more than five centimetres from the flared nostrils of the
leading steed to the tips of Proserpine's wind-rippled hair,
yet we feel with overwhelming immediacy the full weight
of this hurtling mass of iron and wood and flesh that is about
to plunge into the gaping sea. With its sense of suspended
yet irresistible violence the moment is an apt prefigurement
of the rape shortly to take place in Tartarus. The god's
swarth features are set in a grimace of mingled lust and self-
loathing and his upraised arm wielding the great black whip
forms a gesture that is at once brutal and heavy with weari-
ness. Proserpine, a frail yet striking figure, intensely realised,
seems strangely unconcerned by what is occurring and gazes
back over her shoulder, out of the frame, with an air of
languid melancholy, caught here as she is between the bright
world of the living and the land of the dead, in neither of
which will she ever again be wholly at home. Beyond her,
in the background at the top of the picture, Mount Etna is
spewing fire and ash over a wintry landscape laid waste
already by the wrath of grief-stricken Demeter. We see the
broken ploughshare and the starving oxen and the farmer
lamenting for his fields made barren by the goddess in her
rage at an ungrateful earth that will not give up to her the
secret of her daughter's fate. And so the round of the seasons
is completed. We think of other paintings with a seasonal
theme, the Primavera, for example, but van Hobelijn is not
that 'Botticelli of the North' some critics claim him to be,
and his poor canvas with its jumbled perspectives and heavy-
handed_symboHsm_is utterly lacking in the poise, the celestial
repose, the sense of unheard music sounding through its
pellucid airs, that make of the Italian painter's work a time-
less and inexhaustible masterpiece. However, The Rape of
Proserpine wields its own eerie yet not inconsiderable power,
fraught as it is with presentiments of loss and disaster, and
acknowledging as it does love's destructiveness, the frailty
of human wishes and the tyrannical and irresistible force of
destiny.



3. Pygmalion (called Pygmalion and Galatea) 1649
Giovanni Belli (1602-1670)

Oil on canvas, 23 x 35 in. (58.4 x 89 cm.)

Belli is unusual in that he represents a reversal of the tra-
ditional direction of artistic migration, being an Italian who
moved north. Born in Mantua, he is known to have studied
for a time in Rome as a young man, probably as a pupil of
Guido Reni (1575-1642), whose influence - less than benign
— is clearly detectable in the works of the younger painter.
We next hear of Belli in the year 1640 in a catalogue entry
by the dealer Verheiden of The Hague, where he is referred
to as 'Joh. Belli ex Mantova, habit. Amstelodam'. Why this
quintessentially Italian (southern, Catholic, death-obsessed)
painter should have settled in the Low Countries is not clear.
Certainly, from the evidence of his work, with its highly
worked, polished textures and uncanny, one might almost
say macabre, atmosphere, it seems it was not admiration for
the serene genius of Dutch painting in the Golden Age that
drew him northwards. He is an anachronistic, perhaps even
faintly absurd figure, displaced and out of step with his
time, an exile in an alien land. His work is marked by the
inwardness and isolation of a man who has distanced himself
from the known, the familiar, and betrays a hopeless yearn-
ing for all that has been lost and abandoned. His concern
with the theme of death - or, rather, what one critic has
called 'life-in-death' - is manifest not only in his characteris-
tically morbid choice of subject matter but in the obsessive
pursuit of stillness, poise, and a kind of unearthly splendour;
a pursuit which, paradoxically, imparts to his work a restless,
hectic quality, so that the epithet most often applied to it -
inaccurately, of course - is 'Gothic'. This cc-nstant effort of
transcendence results in a mannered, jovgjrwrought style^,
What Gombrich summarises as critical attitudes to Guido
Reni might also be applied to Reni's pupil, that his work is
'too self-conscious, Jtoo deliberate in its striving for pure
beauty'. In the Pygmalion this^elPconsciousness and desire
for purity, both of form and expression, are the most obvi-
ous characteristics. We are struck at once by the remarkable
daring of the angle at which the couch is placed upon which
Pygmalion and his awaking statue-bride recline. ~THisTgreat
crimson paraUelograin~iyin^~TtogTSna=fl^aiarossnthe painting

from the lower right to upper left corners gives a sense of
skewed massiveness that is almost alarming to the viewer,
who on a first encounter may feel as if the room in which
he is viewing the picture has tilted suddenly. Against the
blood-hued brocade of the couch the ivory pallor of the
awaking statue seems a token of submissiveness: hfreJGaj-
atea' .{the name does not occur in any version of the myth
in classical literature and in this context is probably an inven-
tion of Renaissance mythographers) is more vicrirn_tfaan
love-object. How strikingly this figure displays itself, at once
demure and abandoned, sprawled on its back with left knee
flexed to reveal where the smooth ivory of the lap has
dimpled into a groove, and the right arm with its still blood-
less, slender hand flung out; is it the goddess's inspiration of
life that is convulsing these limbs, or are these the paroxysms
of fleshly pleasure that the half-incarnate girl is experiencing
already and for the first time? And is Pygmalion leaning
over her the better to savour her sighs, or is he drawing
back in consternation, appalled at the violence of this sudden
passion he has kindled? The shocking gesture of his hand
seizing upon the girl's right breast may as easily be a token
of his fear as of his desire/ Likewise, the gifts of shells and
pebbles, dead songbirds, painted baubles and tear-shaped
djrops of ambergris that lie strewn in a jumble before the
couch seem less 'the kind of presents,' as Ovid says, 'that
girls enjoy' than votive offerings laid at the altar of an implac-
able deity^ With what obsessive exactitude has the artist
rendered these trifles, as if they are indeed a sacrifice that he
himself is making to Venus, whose great, smooth, naked
form hovers above the two figures on the couch, dwarfing
them. In this portrayal of the goddess - impassive, mar-
moreal, lubriciously maternal - caji clearly be seen theJaflu-
ence of the mannerists, in particular the Bronzino of such
works as Venus, Cupid, Folly and Time. The overall tone of
ambiguous sexuality is slyly pointed up by the triple dancing
tongues of flame rising from the sacrificial pyre that burns on
the little moss-grown mound visible in the middle distance in
the upper right-hand corner of the scene. However question-
able they may be in terms of taste, it is in such subtle touches
rather than in the larger gestures of this phantasmal and
death-drunk work that, to quote Gombrich again, Bella's
'quest f^form^j^orejjejfrct^ [is]
rewarded with success. '



6. Revenge of Diana 1642
J. van Hollbein (1595-1678)

Oil on canvas, 40 x ijl/2 in. (101.5 x 44-5 cm.)
The title, which is van Hollbein's own, will puzzle those
Unfamiliar with the story of Actaeon's ill-fortune in pausing
to spy upon the goddess Diana at her bath, for which piece
of mortal effrontery he was changed into a stag and torn to
pieces by his own hounds. Van Hollbein himself was no
scholar, despite the many classical references which appear
in his work; like his great contemporary, Claude Lorrain,
he came from a humble background, being the son of a
corn-chandler from the town of Culemborg near Utrecht,
and was largely ignorant of Latin and therefore had no direct
access to the Virgilian world the poise and serene radiance
of which he chose to ape in the work of his mature years.
In this painting, the scene with which we are presented
depicts the moment when Actaeon surprises the naked god-
dess (and, so it would seem from his expression, himself
also), and therefore the action proper is yet to come; how-
ever, despite the limitations of his technique, the painter
manages by a number of deft touches subtly to suggest
the drama that will follow. Actaeon's stance, bent from the
waist with arms lifted, has the tension and awkwardness
of an animal rearing on its hind legs, while in the furrow-
ing of his brow, where the drops of transfiguring water
flung by the goddess still glisten, we seem to detect the
incipient form of the antlers that presently will sprout there;
and, of course, the dappled tunic that is draped about his
thighs and chest and thrown over his left shoulder is obvi-
ously made of deerskin. Meanwhile the hounds milling at
his heels are gazing up at their master in puzzlement and
fierce interest, as if they have caught from him an unfamiliar,
gamey scent. In the figure of Diana, too, turned half away
and glaring askance at the gaping youth, we divine some-
thing of the violence that will ensue. How well the artist has
caught the divine woman in her moment of confusion, at
once strong and vulnerable, athletic and shapely, poised and
uncertain. She looks a little like you: those odd-shaped
breasts, that slender neck, the downturned mouth. But then,
they all look like you; I paint you over them, like a boy

scrawling his fantasies on the smirking model in an advertis-
ing hoarding. She is attended by a single nymph, who stands
knee-deep in the shallows of the pool with the goddess's
chiton and girdle folded over her arm and holding in her
other hand, with curious negligence, Diana's unstrung bow.
She maintains an odd, statuesque stillness, this figure, wide-
eyed and impassive, her gaze fixed halfway between the
goddess and the youth, as if she had been struck into immo-
bility in the act of turning to look for the cause of Diana's
startlement and dismay. Lowering over the entire scene and
dwarfing the sylvan glade and the figures caught in their
fateful moment are the wooded valley walls of Gargaphia,
hazed and etherial in the golden light of afternoon and yet
fraught with menace and foreboding. The temple built into
the rocks on the right is unreal in its pale perfection and
seems to gaze with stony sadness upon the scene that is being
enacted under its walls. It is this stillness and silence, this
standing aghast, as we might term it, before the horror that
is to come, that informs the painting and makes it peculiarly
and perhaps unpleasantly compelling. Just so the world musi
have looked at me and waited when

7. Acis and Galatea 1677
Jan Vibell (1630-1690)

Oil on canvas, 18 x 27^2 in. (45.8 x 69.9 cm.)

How calmly the lovers . . . I can't. How calmly the lovers
lie. (As you lied to me.) How calmly the lovers lie embow-
ered in bliss. In blissful unawareness of the watcher in the
woods. Polyphemus the cyclops loves Galatea the nereid
loves Acis the shepherd. The one-eyed giant plies the faith-
less nymph with gifts (see Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book XIII),
to no avail. Acis, son and lover of a sea nymph, Acis must
die, crushed by a rock the giant hurls, and then will be
transformed into a' river (presently Odysseus with his burn-
ing brand will settle in turn the cyclops' hash). VibelPs is a
subtle and ambiguous art; is the subject here the pain of
jealousy or the shamefaced pleasure of voyeurism or, again,
the triumphant female's desire to be spied on by one lover
while she lies in the arms of another? In this painter's dark



the overarching surroundings amongst which he lurks: it is
not he who is the giant here. See him crouching in the depths
of the greenery (do you see?), his single eye staring, mad
with grief and rage; is he merely hunched in pain or is/he
engaged in an act of anguished self-abuse? The artist's dirty
little joke. I feel a strong and melancholy affinity with the
lovelorn giant. The lions and bears, the bulls and elephants
(it is apparent Vibell has never seen a real elephant), which
are the cyclops' unavailing gifts to the uncaring nereid, roam
the landscape as if lost in vague amaze, incongruous in this
northerly clime, amidst these tender greens, soft umbers,
limpid blues; soon, we feel, very soon they shall throw off
puzzlement's restraint and then the slaughter will start.
Under their great mossy rock the lovers lie entwined like
twins in the womb. The pool of blue waters at the feet of
Acis prefigures the transformation that awaits him, while
the jagged point of rock above his head seems poised to
shatter him. Galatea. Galatea. She is the daughter of Nereus.
She will make a river of her slain lover. The rock will split
and from the crevice will spring a sturdy reed, slender, wet,
glistening. I am Acis and Polyphemus in one. This is my
clumsy song, the song the cyclops sang.

1-4, IST-/6

My love. If words can reach whatever world you may be
suffering in, then listen. I have things to tell you. At this
muffled end of another year I prowl the sombre streets of
our quarter holding you in my head. I would not have
thought it possible to fix a single object so steadily for so
long in the mind's violent gaze. You. You. With dusk conies
rain tEat seems no more than an agglutination of the darken-
ing air, drifting aslant in the lamplight like something about
to be remembered. Strange how the city becomes deserted
at this evening hour; where do they go to, all those people,
and so suddenly? A_sjfljiad cleared the streets. A car creeps
up on me from behind, tyres squeaking against the sides of
the narrow footpaths, and I have to stop and press myself
into a doorway to let it pass. How sinister it appears, this
sleek, unhuman thing wallowing over the cobbles with its
driver like a faceless doll propped up motionless behind rain-
stippled glass. It shoulders by me with what seems a low
chuckle and noses down an alleyway, oozing a lazy burble
of exhaust smoke from its rear end, its lollipop-pink tail-
lights swimming in the deliquescent gloom. Yes, this is my
hour, all right. Curfew hour.

Three things the thought of you conjures up: the gullet of
a dying fish into which I have thrust my thumb, the grainy
inner lining of your most secret parts, ditto, and the
tumescent throb in the throat of some great soprano - who?
- on the third, held note of the second alleluia of Schubert's
Diejunge Nonne (O night! O storm!). Much else besides, of
course, but these textures persist above all, I do not know
why, I mean why these three in particular. (I apologise, by
the way, for associating you with that fish; I caught it when
I was a boy and never caught another, but I remember it,
the poor creature hauled out of its element, shuddering as it
drowned in air.) I hardly dare think what form of me you
would recall: an eyed unipod heaving and slithering towards
you across the floor, something like that, no doubt. Yet
what a thing we made there in that secret white room at the
heart of the old house, what a marvellous edifice we erected.
For this is what I see, you and me naked and glistening in
the mirror-coloured light of an October afternoon, labouring
wordlessly to fashion our private temple to the twin gods
watching over us. I remember Morden telling me the story



of a builder of his acquaintance demolishing a folly down
the country somewhere and finding a centuries-old chapel
concealed inside the walls. Tight as an egg, he said. Amazing.
And laughed his laugh. I thought of us.

We had our season. That is what I tell myself. We had our
season, and it ended. Were you waiting all along to go,
poised to leap? It_seems to me now that even while I held
you clasped jn_my appalled embragejyoujyere already look-
ing back jrt_me, like one lingering on the brink of departure,
all that you were leaving already fading in your glance,
becoming memory eyen_as it stood_^efore you._Were you
part of the plot, a party to it? I would like to know. I think
I would like to know. Would we have been left free and
undisturbed, left entirely to our own charming devices, as
we were, had someone not decided it should be so? Before
such little doors of doubt can open more than a crack my
mind jumps up in panic and slams them shut. Yet reason
with a scoffing laugh insists that you were in on it, as they
say, that you must have been; but what does reason know
except itself? Nowadays I prefer the murk and confusion of
the lower brain, the one that used to go by the name of
heart. Heart, yes; not a word you will have heard me employ
very often up to now. I feel as I have not felt since I was a
lovelorn adolescent, at once bereft and lightened, giddy with
relief at your going - Y° -̂W.?EL5?° mucn f°r me ~ ̂ d Yet

assailed by a sorrow so weighty, of so much™ more con-
sequence than I seem to myself to be, that I stand, no, I
kneel before it, speechless in a kind of awe. Even at those^
times when, sated with its£ain^ri^jm^^
the thought of you the sense of loss does not abate, and I go
about mentally patting my pockets and peering absently into
the shadowed corners of myself, trying to identify what it
is that has been misplaced. This is what it must be like to
have a wasting illness, this restlessness, this wearied excit-
ation, this perpetual shiver in the blood. There are moments
- well, I do not wish to melodramatise, but there are
moments, at the twin poles of dusk and dawn especially,
when I think I might die of Jth«.Joss_of_you, might simply
f°JTg?t myself in my anguish and agitation and step blindly
off the edge of the earth and be gone for good. And yet at

the same time I feel I have never been so vividly alive, _so__
quick,sddlJ^e^eJl§?J9Obi!lg§i so exposed in the midst of
the, wjg^sjsc^thjngjjlaY o_f_r>articles, as if I had bm^flaycd
of an exquisitely fine protective skin. The rain falls through
me silently, like"lTsKower of neutrinos.

The murders seem to have stopped. The police have not
turned up a body now for weeks. I find this disturbing. The
killings started about the time we met and now that you are
gone they have come to an end. It is foolish, I know, but I
cannot help wondering if there was a connection. I don't
mean a direct link, of course, but could it be that we dis-
turbed something with our wantonness, upset some secret
balance in the atmosphere and thus triggered a misfire deep
in the synapse maze of that poor wretch, whoever he is, and
sent him ravening out into the night with his rope and knife?
Foolish, as I say. I am convinced that I have seen him, the
killer, without realising it, that somewhere in my prowlings
I have stumbled across him and not recognised him. What a
thought.

My headaches too have stopped. Pains in the head, mur-
ders in the night. If I tried I could connect everything in a
vast and secret agenda. If I tried.fi . «~T

While he spoke my attention was diverted to something
behind him that he did not see. We had come to what seemed
the dead-end of a corridor with a narrow, tall blank wall
before us and no doors visible. The arrangement struck me
as peculiar. Thedead-end wall wasj» lajh_andj>laster affair,
and in one place, low down, the plaster had crumbled in a
big^ jigsaw-puzzle shape through which I could see to the
other side: daylight ^djb^re^o^r^a£ds,_jind something
black: blackjnaterial, velvet, perhaps, which I took to be a
curtain c!r~a narrow screen of some sort until suddenly it
moved and I glimpsed the flash of a stockinged leg and the
spiked heel of_aJ5lendej b]ack,ghoe._ The dog moaned softly.
'Now watch this,' Morden said, and turned to the blind wall,
and, pressed his fingers to a hidden switch or something, and
with a click the narrow wall turned into a door and swung
open on creaking hinges. What a childish thrill it was to see
it, a wall opening! I felt like one of RLS's plucky boy heroes.
Beyond was a triangular room with a low, grimed window
looking across the street to a brick parapet over the top of



which I could see the city's domed and spiked skyline dusted
with September sunlight. The furnishings consisted of a
single spindle-backed chair left there by someone and forgot-
ten, and a broad, prolapsed chaise-longue that presented itself
to our gaze with an air of elephantine suggestiveness. Stacked
against the wall and draped with a mildewed dustsheet were
what could only be frajmedjgictures, half a dozen or so (eight,
in fact; why this coyness?). I peered about: no one, and
nothing, save a tang of perfume that was already so faint it
might have been only in my imagination. Morden walked
forward with an impresario's swagger and whisked the
dustsheet from the stacked pictures. Have a look, he said,
gesturing at them with the champagne bottle, swinging it
like an indian club. 'Just have a look!' While Francie leaned
in the doorway with his hands in his pockets and winked at
me, dropping with practised ease a lizard's leathery eyelid.

I I .
I know now I should have told her who I was, should have
admitted I had been to the house already, had met Morden
and seen the pictures. In other words, I should have come
clean, but I did not, and so the whole thing started off in a
fog of ambiguity and dissimulation. On the other hand, you,
I mean shejl musttry to stick to th^jdmdj«r5Oji»jffiiiiebJs
afterjaU_what you turned out to be), she too it seems was
less than candid, for although she treated me that day as if I
were no more than an amiable stranger whose burden of
solitude she was prepared to lighten for an hour, she insisted
later that she had known very well who I was, or that at
least - her version of the matter varied - she had known that
I was someone who was involved with Morden and the
house. Why else would she have accosted me on the street
like that, she demanded, in the chalk-on-blackboard shriek
by which now and then she betrayed herself; did I think she
was in the habit of picking up strange men? I did not answer
that but instead diffidently made mention of Cupid and his
arrow, which caused her to snort. Anyway, if I had owned
up that first day it would have destroyed the clandestine
intensity of the occasion. I believe the tone of all that was

to happen between us was set in that first encounter with its
sustained, hot hum of mendacity and secret knowing.

It was odd to be shown the house for a second time in the
same week. Everything was different, of course. This time
the emphases fell on die oH^BeatsT floTIowed~her up the
stairs through the cool stillness of afternoon and tried to
keep my eyes off her narrow little rump joggling in front of
me in its tight sheath of black silk; for reasons that were and
continue to be obscure I felt it was incumbent on me not to
acknowledge the possibilities of the situation. I think that
despite everything I must be at heart a gentleman of the old
school. I take this opportunity, before I have put both feet
on the slippery slope and can still articulate a balanced sen-
tence (there will be a lot of heavy breathing later on), to
state that when it comes to what is called love and all that
the word entails I am a dolt. Always was, always will be. I
do not understand women, I mean I understand them even
less than the rest of my sex seems to do. There are times
when I think this failure of comprehension is the. prime
underlying fact of my life, a blank region of unknowing
which in others is a lighted, well-signposted place. Here, in
me, in this Bermuda Triangle of the soul, the fine discrimi-
nations that are a prerequisite for moral health disappear into
empty air and silence and are never heard of again. I could
blame the women I have consorted with - my mother, for
instance - and of course my sometime wife, could accuse
them of not having educated me properly, of not inducting
me into at least the minor mysteries of their sorority, but to
what avail? None. The lack was in me from the start. Maybe
a chromosome went missing in the small bang out of which
I was formed. Perhaps that's it, perhaps that's what I am, a
spoilt woman, in the way that there used to be spoilt priests.
That would explain a lot. But no, that is too easy; even if it
should be the case, there is too much the possibility of
exoneration in it. No, it is not the anima lost in me that I
am after, but the ineffable mystery of the Othep(I can hear
your ribald snigger); that is what all my life long I have
plunged into again and again as into a choked Sargasso Sea
wherein I can never fin3"in~y depth. In you I thought my
feet at last would reach the sandy floor where I could wade
weightlessly with bubbles kissing my shins and small things



skittering under my slow-motion tread. Now it seems I was
wrong, wrong again.

We stopped on the circular landing at the top of the house
and she lit a cigarette. She kept frowning about her in a
vague, vexed sort of way, as if she thought she had lost
something but did not know what it could be. Abstract^that
is the word I always associate with her: abstract, abstracted,
abstractedly, and then the variants, such as absently, and
absent-minded, and now, of course, in this endless after-
math, with the clangour of a wholly new connotation, just:
absent. She smoked with a schoolgirl's amateurish swagger,
dragging on the cigarette swiftly with hissing intakes of
breath and puffing out big clouds of uninhaled blue smoke.
Above us in the tall windows sunlight stood in blocks that
looked as solid as blond stone. An aeroplane flew over,
making the panes vibrate tinily, and as if in sympathy my
diaphragm fluttered and with a faint shock I realised that
what I was feeling most strongly was fear: not only of
Morden and of being discovered here by him or his man or
his man's black dog, but of her, too, and of the house itself
- of everything. Yet I do not know if fear is the right
word. Something less definite, then? Alarm? Apprehension?
Whatever it was it was a not unpleasurable sensation; there
was something of childhood in it, of games played with
giddy girls in the groin-warm glow of firelit parlours on
winter Sunday evenings long ago. Yes, this is what struck
me that first time, this sense of having been transported back
to some gropingly tentative, confused and expectant stage
of life. For you see, I did not know what was happening,
why she had brought me here or who she was or why she
was dressed in these slinky, silken weeds (come to think of
it, I never did discover the explanation for that outlandish
costume; was it your seduction suit?), and I was as wary and
uncertain as an adolescent, and as sweatily excited. No, I did
not know what was going on, but being essentially a trusting
type I was content to assume that someone did.

A.,1 shall call her. Just A. I thought about it for a long
time. It's not even the initial of her name, it's only a letter,
but it sounds right, it feels right. Think of all the ways it
can be uttered, from an exclamation of surprise to a moan
of pleasure or pure pain. It will be different every time I say
it. A. My alpha; my omega.

Her manner was a mixture of curiosity and impatience
and a kind of defiant offhandedness, like that of a spoiled,
dissatisfied, far too clever twelve-year-old. She seemed to -
how shall I say? - to fluctuate, as if we were engaged in an
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improvised dance my part in which was to stand still while
she flickered and shimmered in front of me, approaching
close up and at once retreating, watching me covertly from
behind that black veil which my overheated imagination has
placed before her face. Then the next moment she would go
limp and stand gawkily with one foot out of her shoe and
pressed on the instep of the other, gazing down in a sort of
stupor and holding a bit of her baby-pink lower lip between
tiny, wet, almost translucent teeth. Itjwasjas if shejwere
trying out alternative irnage¥^rTierself^donning them like
so many slightly ill-fitting gowns and then taking them off
again and dispiritedly casting them aside. It was not the
house she had been showing me but herself - herselves! -
moving against this big, blank-white, sombre background,

.successive approximations of. an ultimate self that would,
that must, remain forever hidden. And now, blood thudding
in my ears with a jungle beat and my clenched palms begin-
ning to sweat, I was waiting for her to make the final reve-
lation, to let fall the final veil, and take me into the secret
room. For I knew it must have been she I had glimpsed
through the crumbling wall the first time I came here. Would
she open that last door and let me in? I saw myself standing
there, suspended in the slanted sunlight at the top of the
stairs, and everything was shifting and shaking and thrum-
mingly taut, as if the house were a ship running before the
wind with all sails spread. I was, I realised, embarked on an
adventure, no less.


